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Abstract

Interaction with 3D information is one of the fundamental and most familiar tasks in virtually
all areas of engineering and science. Several recent technological advances pave the way for
developing hand gesture recognition capabilities available to all, which will lead to more intuitive
and e�cient 3D user interfaces (3DUI). These developments can unlock new levels of expression
and productivity in all activities concerned with the creation and manipulation of virtual 3D
shapes and, specifically, in engineering design.

Building fully automated systems for tracking and interpreting hand gestures requires robust
and e�cient 3D imaging techniques as well as potent shape classifiers. We survey and explore
current and emerging 3D imaging technologies, and focus, in particular, on those that can
be used to build interfaces between the users’ hands and the machine. The purpose of this
paper is to categorize and highlight the relevant di↵erences between these existing 3D imaging
approaches in terms of the nature of the information provided, output data format, as well as
the specific conditions under which these approaches yield reliable data. We also explore the
impact of each of these approaches on the computational cost and reliability of the required
image processing algorithms. We highlight the main challenges and opportunities in developing
natural user interfaces based on hand gestures, and conclude with some promising directions for
future research.
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1 Introduction

The ever increasing amount of synthetic 3D information that we need to interact with every day
is driving the need for more e�cient means to explore and manipulate spatial data. Major soft-
ware giants, such as Apple, Google and Microsoft, have recently patented their concepts of a 3D
desktop interface for their operating systems, and the gaming industry appears to have the lead in
commercializing novel 3DUIs for interaction with spatial data. The common agreement seems to
be that human gestures form a powerful paradigm for building more intuitive 3D user interfaces
for making sense of and manipulating synthetic spatial information.

This, of course, is not at all surprising. We start ‘waving’ our hands and use hand gestures to
interact with our 3D environment before we can speak. Later on, we use hand gestures when we
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tell stories, or provide nuances or deeply embedded categories of meaning (Figure 1), and there is
data showing that hand gestures are closely related to our spatial perception and visualization [1].
Consequently, one can conjecture that one of the most promising 3DUI paradigms for manipulating
3D information is one in which the user interacts with the spatial data with his/her bare hands,
i.e., without the need of wearable hardware.

Figure 1: Hand gestures have deeply embedded cate-
gories of meaning [2].

There is a large amount of e↵ort being spent
on developing hand gesture-based 3DUIs for
manipulating 3D information, and the available
technologies are evolving rapidly, which sug-
gests that a review of the state of the art of
the relevant 3D imaging technologies is timely.

The earlier techniques used 2D images and
required the user to wear wired or wireless hard-
ware, which has been proving cumbersome and
ergonomically challenging for any spatial tasks
of reasonable complexity. On the other hand, the advances in computing power and computer vision
hardware and software opened the door to novel 3DUIs that do not require wearable hardware, and
hence, they do not restrict, in principle, the hand movement. Nevertheless, these methods can be
computationally expensive, and can be influenced by many of the standard environmental factors
that a↵ect the performance of computer vision systems.

Building fully automated systems for tracking1 and recognition of bare hand gestures requires
robust and e�cient 3D imaging techniques as well as potent shape classifiers. These tasks require
hardware and software that must handle several key issues:

req 1: High-speed sensing : fast movement of the hand and motion with translational speeds up to 8
m/s and angular speeds up to 300 degrees/second [3, 4];

req 2: Occlusion management of the frequent finger/hand occlusions;

req 3: Sensing resolution: hands and fingers have a relatively small size compared to the upper and
lower limbs and fingers are often clustered;

req 4: Robustness against sudden changes in the lighting conditions and background within the
environment where the hand motion takes place;

req 5: High-dimensionality of the models used for gesture recognition: large number of parameter
estimations due to the multiple degrees-of-freedom of the hand;

req 6: Complex gesture semantics: gestures can be either static, dynamic or both; are intrinsically
ambiguous, and vary from person to person.

Hence, any systems designed to track and recognize hand gestures must generate and handle
large amounts of data in an e�cient manner in order to minimize latency, must be robust against
changing environments and partial occlusions. Once the hand data is segmented, and a geometric
model of the hand is available, shape classifiers must be employed to interpret gestures.

The large number of research and review papers published in the last few years on vision-based
gesture recognition systems is a clear sign of the increasing interest on this topic. This paper is
meant to complement the published literature by focusing on important aspects of 3DUIs that

1In this paper, tracking includes hand detection and segmentation.
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are omitted from existing surveys. Specifically, our review focuses on the more recent 3D imaging
methods used to track hands, and on the important hardware-software interaction. Its scope is to
categorize and highlight the relevant di↵erences between existing 3D imaging approaches in terms
of nature of the information provided, output data format, as well as their robustness against
changes in environmental conditions. This, in turn, allows us to explore the impact of each of these
approaches on the computational cost and reliability of the required image processing algorithms.
While gesture recognition is a key aspect of any such system, it is outside the scope of this paper.
Good recent reviews focusing on the existing approaches to gesture recognition appear, for example,
in [5, 6, 4].

One of the most recent reviews of the tracking and recognition methods used for hand gesture
recognition is presented in [7], but without a discussion of how the di↵erent sensing methods influ-
ence the gesture recognition process. One classification of hand gestures is presented in [8], while
[9] investigates issues related to multimodal interfaces using hand gesture recognition and speech.
A survey of vision based human machine interfaces built for medical applications is presented in
[10], and [11] presents a brief overview of several methods used in gesture recognition. Review
articles that strictly concentrate on gesture recognition without treating the technical aspects of
the 3D interface come in even larger numbers as discussed in section 3. General issues related to
user interfaces are reviewed in [12, 13, 14] and there is a large number of papers on other poten-
tial technical approaches, such as like brain-computer interfaces [15], and multi-modal approaches
[16]. Although promising, these approaches are not yet capable of addressing the hand gesture
recognition problem. Consequently, these approaches are outside the scope of this paper.

Outline

We review in section 2 the current commercial solutions used for manipulating objects in 3D.
Section 3 surveys and analyzes di↵erent emerging technologies that can be used to build hand-
gesture driven 3DUI. We first review the working principles, followed by a detailed analysis of the
relevant di↵erences among the most competitive technologies and a summary of current performance
indicators, as well as of resolution limiting factors. We conclude in section 4 with a review of the
main challenges and opportunities in developing natural user interfaces based on hand gestures,
and identify some promising directions for future research.

2 Commercially Available 3DUI Solutions Using Hand Gestures.

2.1 3DUIs for Hand Gestures Employing Hand Held Devices

Probably the earliest 3DUI specifically designed for manipulating 3D information is the 3D mouse,
which o↵ers up to 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) for the input. It requires the user’s hand to be in
contact with the input device, and 3D mice have found some popularity in industrial design and
CAD communities. These devices have been designed to capture the often subtle input from the
user’s fingers that are required for accurate interactions with a CAD model, but the functionality
is limited to standard tasks such as select, pan, zoom and rotate the model or camera. There are
several variations available on the market [17, 18, 19, 20]. Moreover, the electronics and gaming
industries have begun to commercialize a set of handheld devices that o↵er control of multiple
degrees of freedom, from 3D pointing devices by Panasonic, which provides control of three degrees
of freedom, to 6 DOF input devices such as Nintendo’s Wii and Sony’s Playstation controllers.
These handheld devices are e↵ectively more complex 3D mice, but are not designed to capture
hand gestures.
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A new set of controllers are those providing not just multiple DOF input, but also haptic
feedback through spatial forces and even torques around the three coordinate axes. Several man-
ufacturers provide a wide range of solutions for the personal and professional uses such as Novint
[21], Sensable [22], and Haption [23]. These devices are actuated mechanisms and their workspace
is limited by specific geometric and kinematic limitations of the actuated mechanisms.

Data gloves have been proposed as input devices for capturing the position and orientation of
the user’s hand and fingers, including the angles corresponding to the bending of fingers. There are
both wired and wireless versions available [24, 25, 26, 27], but these involve wearable hardware, such
as sensors, and power sources for the wireless transmitters. Furthermore, data gloves attached to
a powered mechanical exoskeleton have been developed for applications requiring haptic feedback.
These 3DUIs can o↵er a very large workspace and high data tracking resolution. The downside
is the impact on usability driven by the often heavy wearable hardware, which, in turn, leads to
increased fatigue in the user’s arms2 when used for a prolonged period of time.

2.2 3DUIs for Hand Gestures Without Hand Held Devices

2.2.1 3DUIs with Workspaces Smaller than the Span of the User’s Arms

• Capacitive Touch Screen: Cypress introduced TrueTouch [28], which is a touch screen able
to detect the 3D position of an object placed not farther than 5 centimeters from the screen.
The sensing is performed by an array of capacitive sensors integrated into the screen. Due to
the fact that the entire interface can be incorporated into the touch screen, it could be used
as a 3D hand interface for portable devices such as smart phones, and tablets. However, the
relatively small workspace places limitations on the usability of this interface, and the range
of gestures that can be used for manipulating 3D information.

• Ultrasonic Detectors: Both Elipticlabs [29, 30, 31] and Nokia [32] have patented their versions
of a gesture based touchless interface that can detect the position of the user’s hand in a space
located within 20 cm from the sensing device. Their interface is based on ultrasonic emitters
that can detect the position of the hand by analyzing the acoustic wave reflected by the hand,
and the distance is computed by using the standard principle of triangulation. Elipticlabs
has already demonstrated the detection of waving gestures, and the movement of the hand
towards or away from the ultrasound receivers.

• GestureCube: IDENT Technology AG is developing GestureCube [33], a commercial product
in the shape of a cube that has mounted displays on 5 of its sides and incorporates several
multimedia features. The sensing uses an electric field around the cube and the sensors read
the disturbances in that field created by the user’s hands. This user interface is able to detect
hand gestures in close proximity of the cube. Although the GestureCube is not designed to
be used as a 3DUI for manipulating objects in 3D, it was demonstrated that it can detect
translational and rotational hand movements. This interface can be used to detect some
finger movement as well as long as the hand is near the displays.

• The Bi Directional (BiDi) Screen [34] is currently being developed by MIT Media Labs and
relies on one of the technologies currently used in multitouch LCD screens. The detection
of multiple simultaneous touching events occurs by using an array of light sensors integrated
into the pixel array of the screen. The depth of view of this sensor array has been recently
increased, which allows the sensors to detect the depth map of an object located in front

2This increased fatigue in the user’s arms is known as the ‘Gorilla Arm’ e↵ect.
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of the screen at a distance smaller than approximately 50 cm. A commercial product with
similar characteristics is built by Evoluce [35], but the company does not provide the details
of the sensing technology being employed. Nevertheless, is has been demonstrated that by
using this 3DUI one can detected gestures like waving left-right, up-down as well as and and
the movement of the hand towards or away from the screen. Due to the relatively larger
sensing range, this technology might enable the detection of more elaborate gestures.

2.2.2 3DUIs with Larger Workspaces

Marker-Based Tracking Systems: Oblong Industries has released the g-speakTM[36] platform that
can be used to detect the user’s hand gestures in a virtually unlimited space by tracking passive
markers. The position of these markers can be determined in space by performing photogrammetry
of data streamed from 2 or more video cameras. Oblong Industries implements this method by
incorporating the reflective markers into a regular thin glove which the user needs to wear while
manipulating virtual objects. This system can track finger gestures in a space limited, in principle,
only by the location and number of the video cameras used.

2.2.3 Specialized Software Development Kits (SDK)

Several SDKs that have been launched over the past two years can be used, in conjunction with
appropriate 3D imaging techniques, to track the motion of the human body and provide the kine-
matic parameters through an articulated kinematic model of the body. Importantly, these methods
do not require wearable hardware to perform the tracking. There are four such SDK released so
far, namely iisuTMby Softkinetic [37], Kinect for Windows by Microsoft [38], Maestro3D by Ges-
turetek [39], Bekon by Omek [40] and the OpenNI framework [41]. Microsoft Research has recently
introduced KinectFusion [42], which uses the depth data from a handheld Kinect sensor to track
the sensor and reconstruct the physical scene in real time with a GPU implementation. Moreover,
several other companies, such as Mgestyk [43] are working on developing their own SDKs. Hence,
one can expect a strong pace of software development and increased competition over the next few
years.

The existing SDKs support multiple 3D cameras commercialized by several companies, such as
PrimeSense [44], Baumer [45], Canesta, MESA Imaging [46], PMD Tec [47], Panasonic [48], Optex
[49], SoftKinetic [50] and Fotonic [51]. The 3D cameras commercialized by these companies use the
Time Of Flight (TOF) or structured light (SL) 3D imaging principle, which are only two of the
several existing 3D imaging techniques. These and other methods are discussed in section 3.

In principle, systems built with TOF/SL 3D cameras and the SDKs mentioned above used
as middleware should be capable to detect hand and finger gestures without requiring wearable
hardware in a workspace that is su�ciently large for most practical applications. Nevertheless, the
performance characteristics achievable by these cameras are not su�cient to reliably and robustly
detect finger movement. These aspects as well as potential alternatives are discussed in detail in
section 3.

3 State of the Art 3D Imaging Techniques

Three dimensional imaging of physical objects has been a very active area of research for over two
decades and is going through a period of heightened attention due to multiple advances in imaging
hardware, software and computing power. The basic task of 3D imaging methods is to construct a
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geometric model of a physical scene being observed, usually in terms of a point cloud that is later
post-processed.

In the broadest sense, the existing approaches to 3D imaging either require physical contact with
the object, such as the coordinate measuring methods, or compute geometric properties from data
collected by non-contact sensors as summarized in Figure 2. Since we focus here on 3D imaging for
hand gesture recognition, we do not discuss the approaches that exploit the transmissive properties
of the objects being observed, or those that rely on non-optical reflective properties of the object
surface. Furthermore, the fact that the user is in the illuminated scene places strict constraints on
the safety of the illumination sources as discussed below.

Figure 2: One taxonomy of 3D imaging approaches after [52].

All optical 3D imaging methods analyze interactions between electromagnetic radiation and the
scene under observation. The passive approaches exploit the existing illumination in the scene being
investigated, and tend to work ‘well’ under near-ideal illumination conditions. These methods look
for visual cues in the images or sequence of images that they operate on to extract the geometric
properties of the object. On the other hand, the active imaging methods project an electromagnetic
wave, typically in visible or infrared spectra, onto the scene, and measure the changes in specific
properties of the reflected waves, which are then mapped to geometric quantities. As a general rule,
the performance of all optical imaging methods depends, although not to the same extent, on the
illumination conditions, and specific surface properties of objects, such as di↵erential properties,
reflectance, and opacity, as well as specific hardware capabilities. A detailed historical overview of
the active methods can be found in [53].

For the rest of this section, we present the working principles of those methods that appear
to be the most promising for our task of detecting, tracking and recognizing hand gestures. We
also analyze the relevant di↵erences among existing approaches with respect to factors a↵ecting
the resolution, reliability, and computational cost of the algorithms that are needed to process the
raw data output by the accompanying sensors.
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Figure 3: TOF range measurement principle: a) Typical hardware setup; b) Phase shift measure-
ment

3.1 Measurement principles

3.1.1 Time of Flight (TOF) 3D Imaging

The TOF functioning principle relies on measuring the time that a controlled electromagnetic wave
travels from the source to the sensing device, which captures the wave reflected by the target object
[54] as illustrated in Figure 3. Since the speed of light is constant, the measured time can be easily
transformed into a distance value. The measurement procedure goes through the following steps:
a modulated wave is emitted from the source; the wave reflected by the object and captured by the
sensing device has the same frequency as the emitted wave, but a smaller amplitude and a di↵erent
phase [55]; the phase shift between the emitted and captured waves, which is proportional to the
travel time of the wave, is then mapped to a distance value.

The TOF cameras capture entire scenes with each laser or light pulse rather than performing
sequential scanning. The time of flight is measured from either phase di↵erences between modulated
emitted and imaged pulses captured by CMOS or CCD sensors, or a dedicated shutter system
[56, 57]. These TOF cameras output evenly distributed range and intensity images, and avoid the
correspondence problems of stereo vision or structured light systems as discussed below and in [54].
Furthermore, the surface reflectance of the objects in the scene has a much smaller influence on the
range data output by the TOF cameras than for other optical systems. However, the delay needs
to be measured with very high accuracy, and the depth measurement resolution depends on the
modulation frequency and the measurement’s non ambiguity range (NAR)

�R = NAR · �'

360o
(1)

where ' is the measured phase shift [54]. For example, current sensors can achieve a resolution of 1
cm for a working range of 0.3-7m [47]. Increasing the depth resolution to 5mm requires a reduction
in the camera’s working range by a factor of 2.

3.1.2 Optical Triangulation with Laser and Structured Light

Triangulation is one of the fundamental principles used by a number of range sensing techniques,
and laser triangulation is one its most common applications. Lasers are compact, and o↵er great
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control of both wavelength and focus at large distances. There are many embodiments of this
principle that di↵er in the type and structure of the illuminating source, and of the sensor.

The measurement procedure, as described for example in [58], uses a laser module as a light
source and a regular video camera that are set up as shown in Figure 4. All geometric parameters
that are known at the start of the measurement procedure are shown in blue, including the relative
position and orientation of the laser module with respect to the camera. The laser module projects
a planar laser ‘sheet’ onto the inspected object. Point S0 represents the image of point S as ‘seen’
by the camera, and, consequently, its image plane coordinates are known. By determining the
angles \SFL and \FLS, and by observing that distance LF is known, one can determine the
spatial coordinates of S from the LSF triangle. The coordinates of the visible boundary points are
obtained by repeating this process while sweeping the object with the laser plane. Some of the
typical concerns of these popular methods are the time needed to mechanically sweep the scene,
eye safety when dealing with human users, as well as noise and depth resolution.

Rather than projecting a laser plane onto the object, one can project a 2D pattern onto the
inspected surfaces, or so called ‘structured light’, and use measured changes in the reflected pattern
to compute distances [59]. Some of the commonly used patterns are fringes [60], square grids [61]
and dots [62], while the wavelength of the structured light can be inside or outside the visible
spectrum. These methods need to assign each element of the captured light pattern to the correct
element of the emitted light pattern as illustrated in Figure 5. Establishing this correspondence
is one of the major challenges of this technique, and several pattern coding strategies have been
proposed. These solutions strongly a↵ect the performance of the structured light imaging technique
as discussed below. A good discussion of all the relevant steps involved in building a structured
light 3D scanner can be found in [63].

3.1.3 Stereo Vision

The typical stereo technique uses 2 cameras whose relative position is known, and looks for the
di↵erences in the images observed by the cameras in a manner similar with how human vision
functions. The stereo vision can either be: (a) passive, case in which the features observed by
cameras under natural illumination conditions are matched, or (2) active, by projecting artificial
texture on the scene for improving the feature matching. Both approaches use the triangulation
principle to produce the depth map.

The construction of the depth map depends on matching the image points captured by the
cameras to the corresponding physical point, and uses the triangulation principle. As shown in
Figure 6, the image planes may be aligned3, and the depth information Z is obtained from two
similar triangles SS’S” and SO1O2. For a 2-camera passive setup, the accuracy of the depth
measurement decreases according to a quadradic law:

@Z =
�Z2

f · b m (2)

where f is the focal length of the lenses mounted on the two cameras; b is the stereo baseline; and
m is the correlation accuracy that depends on the specific resolution [65].

The passive (dual or multi-view) stereo systems are using triangulation algorithms that require
feature matching among the various viewpoints, which is an open problem [66]. Realtime stereo
systems are emerging [67], but di�culties in matching features continue to influence their robust-
ness. A more robust feature matching process is obtained by using active illumination. However,

3Note that non-aligned image planes is sometimes known as photogrammetry [64].
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Figure 4: Principle of laser triangulation

Figure 5: Structured light 3D imaging with fringe patterns.
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Figure 6: Triangulation for a 2-camera passive stereo setup

the two-camera active stereo vision setup su↵ers from potential ambiguity in solving the correspon-
dence problem, which, in turn can lead to false matches [52]. These ambiguities can be resolved by
using multiple cameras [64], also known as photogrammetry.

3.1.4 Optical Interferometry and Moiré Methods

Optical interferometry techniques project a light pattern (e.g., monochromatic, multiple wave-
length, white-light) onto a scene and analyze the interference of the reflected patterns with a
prescribed reference pattern. From the phase di↵erence that occurs between the reference and the
reflected patterns one can infer the depth map with a resolution on the order of nanometers [68, 69].
Digital holography can be used for inspecting large volumes by capturing only one instantaneous
2D intensity image. Methods based on digital holography can achieve an image resolution in the
range of micrometers but the reconstruction process of the 3D scene requires seconds for each
3D frame [70, 71]. Furthermore, large scenes require lasers to generate coherent light, which, in
turn, generate speckles, and problems with phase ambiguities for surfaces with sharp discontinu-
ities [72, 73]. Moreover, lasers raise safety concerns when human users are present. For overcoming
these limitations, one can use optical coherence tomography [74] that results in depth maps of
micrometer resolution. However, coherence tomography can only be used for depth ranges on the
order of centimeters [75, 72]. Note that optical interferometry methods require high intensity light
sources, and highly stable opto-mechanical setups [76].

Moiré techniques illuminate the scene with a periodic light pattern and capture the image
as seen through a high-frequency periodic grating whose orientation is prescribed [77, 78]. The
geometric information is extracted from analyzing the interference in these patterns, which give
accurate descriptions of changes in depth [79]. These methods have an accuracy of up to 10 microns.
Ambiguities in measuring adjacent contours is typically resolved by taking multiple moiré images
with repositioned gratings.
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Figure 7: Moiré patterns

3.1.5 Fresnel Holograms

Typical holography relies on the coherence properties of lasers. However, several holography tech-
niques that use incoherent (white) light instead of lasers have been proposed. A recent review
of three specific techniques using di↵raction of incoherent light through a set of concentric rings
known as Fresnel Zone Plates is found in [76]. The distance information of the object is encoded
in the density of the rings because the points that are closer to the system produce less dense
rings than those that are farther. In other words, the Fresnel Zone Plates are parameterized with
respect to the distance between the imaged surfaces and the projector. Construction of multicolor
3D holograms acquired in real time has been shown in [80].

3.1.6 Shape from Shading

These methods extract accurate 3D shape information from an imaged scene (one or more images)
by using the shading cues detected in the images under controlled illuminating conditions. Recov-
ering the geometric information requires known surface reflectance of the objects in the scene, a
constrained reflectance map, or multiple images and light sources [81]. The method uses the inten-
sity variation at each pixel to estimate the normal of the surface at the surface point that projects
to the image pixel. Shape from shading with one light source is ill-posed in general with no unique
solution [82]. On the other hand, by illuminating a surface with at least two linearly independent
known light sources, a unique depth map can be recovered. More recent robust reconstructions from
shading cues have been achieved by using multiple images with changing illumination taken from
the same view-point, or by using linearly independent colored-light stereo sources whose geometric
location and orientation are known [81].

3.1.7 3D Integral Imaging

This technique is based on the principle of integral photography [83, 84] and the 3D image is
obtained by processing multiple images taken from coplanar, grid-aligned imaging sensors or lenses.
The depth information is generated by analyzing the relative shift of the position of an object in
these di↵erent images [85]. The reconstruction of the 3D image can be performed by back projecting
the rays that have generated the di↵erent captured images. These images that are projected back
will overlap, and will form a sharp image only at the Z distance at which the inspected object is
located. The Z value is controlled by the distance between the images representing di↵erent viewing
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perspectives that are back projected. A di↵erent approach is proposed by [86] where the range
information is calculated only for the central pixels of these images followed by a refinement of the
grid formed by these points.

3.1.8 Shape From Focus/Defocus

As the name implies, this class of methods detect points of the scene relative to the focal plane of
a camera [87, 88].

For the shape from focus methods, the position and orientation of the focal plane relative to
the camera are fixed and known, and the sharpest image regions are identified for specific focus
settings by applying specific di↵erential functions such as 3D gradient [89] and Laplacian [90]. It
is intuitive that in order to measure the boundary of an object, we must ‘scan’ the object with the
focal plane. The resulting 3D imaging method can achieve micrometer resolution [91], but the 3D
reconstruction process is relatively slow (on the order of minutes for each frame processed [87]).

Shape from defocus techniques extract the depth information by taking two images, with two
focal distances followed by an analysis of the blur di↵erences in these images. The measurement
principle uses the fact that objects located at di↵erent distances from the camera are blurred by
di↵erent amounts. Blurring is typically modeled through the di↵usion equation, and the 3D scene
is reconstructed by solving the inverse di↵usion problem [92].

Focus/defocus based methods heavily depend on the mechanical adjustment of the focal settings
of the system, which severely influences the ability to perform real time 3D image acquisition.

3.1.9 Shape from Texture

The last class of methods that we survey here analyzes the deformation of individual texture
elements, whose size and shape are constrained, and convert these deformations to a distance
map. These methods require an a priori knowledge of specific properties of the textures of the
objects, such as: the shape of the texels, the homogeneity [93], isotropy [94], spatial frequency [95],
smoothness [96], and the planarity and the state of motion [97]. However, these methods are not
applicable for objects whose (existing or projected) texture is not regular.

3.2 Comparative Analysis of 3D Imaging Alternatives

Despite the tremendous advances in 3D imaging hardware, there are no accepted standards and
protocols to measure the performance of these systems. As a consequence, NIST is currently
developing a 3D imaging performance evaluation facility along with the protocols for characterizing
the performance of various imaging systems [98]. The NIST e↵orts are focusing on analyzing
the e↵ect of several factors on the performance of the systems, namely range, angle-of-incidence,
reflectivity, azimuth angle, single vs multiple point measurements, and type of imaged object. We
note that in the absence of such a standard, the direct comparison of the depth and image resolution,
as well as sensitivity to optical parameters of the 3D imaging systems that are published by the
developers or manufacturers can be misleading.

We review here two important aspects that significantly a↵ect the performance of several key
imaging techniques, and present a summary of current published performance indicators for several
promising 3D imaging approaches.
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Point Matching

All imaging methods that use triangulation require the identification of identical physical points or
features across multiple images in order to determine the depth of these physical points. In a broad
sense, the point matching algorithms identify regions with similar prominent features that contain
the point for which we search across these images. As a consequence, these methods can not be
used single handedly for objects with smooth boundaries that do not have distinctive textures or
features. A comparative analysis is presented in [66].

Pattern Matching for Structured Light Techniques

Many discrete or continuous coding strategies have been proposed for determining the correspon-
dence between the source of the pattern projected onto the imaged scene and the reflected pattern
since this task can have a dramatic implication on the performance of the imaging method [99].
Most strategies use large areas of the captured pattern to be able to compute the depth of a single
point. By contrast, the method proposed in [61] uses only the connectivity of adjacent points of
a projected grid pattern, but with a lower measurement resolution than is what is presented in
[60]. The latter work uses sinusoidal fringe patterns whose density controls the achievable depth
resolution. The 3D imaging technique presented in [60] achieves 30FPS (frames per second) for
300k points per frame. According to [100], the standard fringe projection methods cannot measure
multiple objects separated in space. Instead, the same work proposes a structured light imaging
method based on statistical speckle patterns, that achieves reconstruction speeds of 17.25 FPS. A
more detailed presentation of other alternatives is presented in [99].

Performance of Current Implementations

Structured light techniques produce high-accuracy depth maps, but achieving real-time implemen-
tations must avoid sequential scanning of the objects. These techniques require an e�cient imple-
mentation of the point matching problem, although the sensitivity of this correspondence problem
to illumination and geometric parameters influence its robustness. Moreover, structured light tech-
niques can output direct measurements only at the matched points - all others require interpolation
or some local approximations, and their e�ciency decreases with the increase in accuracy due to
the relatively high computational overhead. In principle, the e�ciency of these methods is limited
only by the available computational power. On the other hand, TOF cameras are monocular, have
a relatively dense depth information and constant resolution as well as high frame rates. They have
superior robustness to illumination changes, and the phase shift measurement and its mapping to
distance values are straightforward and computed in the camera, which minimizes the additional
processing required [101]. The depth map output by TOF cameras are largely independent from
textures in the scene [102]. The current resolutions achieved by TOF cameras are lower than those
using structured light, as described below. The e�ciency of the depth map construction by these
cameras is physically limited by the photon shot noise and modulation frequency [103, 104].

One of the fastest and most robust TOF cameras [47] o↵ers 40 FPS at an image resolution
of 200x200 pixels, and the depth map is constructed in the camera, without requiring additional
computational cost. Higher frame rates of up to 80 FPS can be achieved as the resolution de-
creases. The typical depth measurement range for TOF cameras is [0.3, 7] meters, with a precision
(repeatability) smaller than 3mm and a depth resolution of about 10 mm. On the other hand,
structured light imaging methods based on a speckle light pattern that follows a prescribed sta-
tistical distribution appear to be one of the most robust methods in this imaging class, and frame
rates of 308 FPS with a measurement accuracy of 50 µm have been documented in [105]. The
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fast image acquisition method presented in [105] uses two 4630FPS high speed cameras and an
acusto-optical laser deflector to generate the statistical speckle pattern and complete the matching
problem by analyzing multiple captured images at what seems to be a significant computational
cost. Low cost commercial cameras using structured light achieve depth frame rates of up to 30
FPS for a depth image resolution of 320⇥ 240, a usable range of [1.2, 3.5] meters and a depth mea-
surement resolution lower than that of the TOF cameras. These parameters, however, are driven
by current cost constraints imposed by developers of commercial structured light cameras rather
than technological limitations.

3.2.1 Major Limiting Factors A↵ecting System Performance

Most of the available optical imaging techniques are a↵ected by the specific illumination conditions,
and object properties a↵ecting the reflectance. Furthermore, several imaging methods assume the
relative position and orientation between the video cameras (VC) and other devices used in the
imaging process to be known or computable (column 2 of table 1). At the same time, a number
of active light imaging techniques require no variations in the illumination conditions (column 3 of
table 1).
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Relative position/orientation constraints Major limiting factors
Method Illumination constraints

Other minimum working conditions

Time of
Flight

� Scene at least 0.3 m away from the
camera [45]

� Resolution limited to about 1cm
for objects placed between [0.3,7]
meters.
� External light with the same char-
acteristics as the active light [54].

Structured
light

x � Location of light source determined
for each measured point [60, 58]

� External light with the same char-
acteristics as the active light [106]

Laser triangu-
lation

x � Imaged surfaces must be scanned.
� Laser beam reflected as scattered
light [64].
� Beam reflection identified into the
captured image [106].

� Objects with sharp edges [64].

Passive Stereo x � Require point matching. Hence,
smooth surfaces require projection of
artificial texture or active illumina-
tion from multiple sources.
� Measured points must be visible
from at least 2 di↵erent locations (no
occlusion) [64]; imaged object in prox-
imity of the camera (e.g., for pas-
sive stereo vision the measurement
accuracy decreases according to the
quadratic law (2) [107];

� Camera occlusions [108].
� Objects must have distinctive fea-
tures

Optical inter-
ferometry

x x � Environment factors a↵ecting the
light path (e.g., hot air, dense wa-
ter vapors) [71]; non-interferometric
background; ambiguity of reconstruc-
tion (solution to “twin-image” prob-
lem proposed in [109]).

� Mechanical vibrations
� Lasers or high intensity white
light sources can induce retinal dam-
age [76].
� Robust pattern coding strategies

Fresnel holo-
grams

x x � The wavelength of the projected
light must be known [80].

Moiré pat-
terns

x � The projected fringes need to be
visible in the captured images [79].

� When data gathered from multi-
ple images, the methods are sensi-
tive to motion, blur and step dis-
continuities in the object boundaries
[110].

Photometric
stereo and
shape from
shading

x x � The points that are measured need
to be illuminated by at least 2 light
sources without shadows [81].

� Complex geometry producing
shadows [81].
� Existing texture, ambiguity due
to non-uniqueness.

Integral imag-
ing

x � Requires point matching [85, 86]. � When using synthetic aperture,
relative location of cameras a↵ect
the imaging accuracy [85].

Shape from
focus

� Adjustment of discrete focal set-
tings [87].
� Object must have sharp edges that
di↵erentiate object from blured back-
ground [89].

� Discrete focal settings [87].

Shape from
texture

� Texture must be known prior to
measurement [96].
� Optical model of the camera must
be known [95].
� Visible texture cues for all the re-
constructed surfaces.

� Unexpected or non-measurable
texture properties
� Shadow or light patterns gener-
ated by uncontrolled sources.

Table 1: Major Limiting Factors A↵ecting System Performance
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3.2.2 Resolution Limiting Factors

All methods presented have the in-plane measurement resolution limited by the resolution and the
field of view (FOV) of the cameras. Moreover, all methods using multiple cameras or cameras and
sensors that have prescribed positions and orientations in space are sensitive to the accuracy of their
spatial location. The computationally intensive 3D reconstruction algorithms can be implemented
on GPU cards to achieve at least the performance mentioned in the following table. This will, in
turn, make the CPU available for the other processes. Unfortunately, most of the research articles
in this field present their speed performance indicators in terms of FPS of the reconstructed 3D
scene, or the ambiguous ”real-time” attribute. We observe that these parameters heavily depend
on specific hardware and software decisions used in each specific case4, but these details are not
provided in the literature. A summary of the major resolution limiting factors and of current
performance indicators is presented in table 2.

4See also NIST’s e↵orts for standardizing the measurement protocols [98].
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Method Resolution limiting factors Current Resolutions
Time of
Flight

Unavailability of low-cost, high-power IR-LEDs to
produce higher modulation frequencies [54, 103,
104]

Highest depth resolution about 1 cm;
largest sensor resolution is 200x200 pixels
[47]

Structured
Light

Global illumination [111]. Also, coding used for
projected fringes a↵ects the capability and reso-
lution of these methods. In general, depth reso-
lution is a fraction of the density of the projected
fringes [112, 60]. Moreover, simple stripes require
phase unwrapping which fails near discontinuities
(as is the case of objects separated in space) [100].
Statistical speckle patterns can be used instead.

Depth maps of 50 µm [105] resolution are
available at a frame rate of 308FPS.

Laser Trian-
gulation

Resolution with which the laser beam can be
shifted, and by the accuracy of the relative lo-
cation of the camera and laser module. Speed of
this imaging method is limited by the (mechani-
cal) speed of scanning.

Highest depth resolution is 25 µm [113]

Passive Stereo
Vision and
Short Range
Photogram-
metry

Accuracy of the point matching task (can be im-
proved by active illumination). The measurement
accuracy decreases with distance from cameras.

� Micrometer level depth resolutions for
distances lower than 50 cm, and mm level
resolutions for ranges between 1-10 meters.
The accuracy quickly decreases with dis-
tance - e.g., equation (2)) applies to passive
stereo vision. [114].
� Depth maps of lower point density and
at a lower frame rates than the TOF or the
structured light techniques.

Shape from
Shading

� Each point must be illuminated by at least 2
sources. Moving, deformable or textured bodies
are di�cult to handle unless multispectral setups
are used [81].

Resolutions can be achieved at sub-
millimeter levels.

Moiré Meth-
ods

� Pitch of the projected fringes [79]
� [79] uses only one image (rather than multiple)
which speeds up the computations

[115] shows a depth measurement resolu-
tion of 15 µm while using a commercial
LCM projector capable of 1024x768 pro-
jection resolution

Optical Inter-
ferometry

Coherence and wave length(s) of light source [104].
Predominantly used over small distances up to
several cm [116].

The measurement resolution can achieve
very high resolution (up to tens of nanome-
ters [117]) for relatively large scenes [71].

Fresnel Holo-
grams

Wavelength of the light used [80]. Depth resolution of 0.5 µm and 2048 x
2048 depth points density are documented
in [76, 80];

Shape from
Focus

E�ciency and accuracy of focus adjustment. Rel-
atively complex depth map extraction algorithms.

600µm depth measurement resolution [87]

Integral Imag-
ing

Point matching requires textures or distinctive
features; depth resolution limited by image res-
olution, FOV, number of the sensors used, and
number of points that can be matched in di↵erent
images.

2040 x 2040 depth image at a frame rate
of 15 FPS discussed in [86]

Shape from
Texture

Properties of the surface texture. Lower accuracy than other popular meth-
ods [95, 93]; simple hardware setup.

Table 2: Resolution limiting factors and depth resolutions of current methods.
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3.2.3 Salient Advantages of the Methods that are Most Promising for the New 3DUI

Time of Flight Methods

• O↵er one of the lowest computational cost for the acquisition of depth maps with a depth
point density up to 40000 per frame and a frame rate up to 80 FPS (at a lower resolution);

• Depth map output directly by the camera;

• Have low sensitivity to external light, as sensors perceive only infrared light, and process only
frequency or amplitude modulated light;

• Can image any object that reflects scattered light;

• Have no mechanical constraints and have a simple and compact setup.

Structured Light Methods

• O↵er high resolution for depth measurement and in plane measurement;

• High measurement speed and good measurement reliability for indoor imaging;

• Relatively low resolution cameras are commercially available in simple and compact setup.

Laser Triangulation Methods

• Less sensitive to texture and color changes of the imaged objects as well as to external light
variations than all the presented methods except for the TOF cameras.

Fresnel Holograms

• Achieve measurement resolutions similar to the interferometric holograms without having the
restriction of using coherent light;

• Can be used for measurements that go form micrometric FOV to a FOV in the range of
meters [76];

• Can build multi-color holograms in real time [80].

4 Hand Gesture-Based 3DUI: Challenges and Opportunities

A definition of hand gestures can be extrapolated from the usual definition of a gesture given by
Meriam Webster dictionary: a gesture is ‘the use of motions of the limbs or body as a means of
expression’. Consequently, we define hand gestures as the use of hands as a means of expression or
providing semantics.

The discussion above suggests that there are two 3D imaging technologies that have today
the performance characteristics, sensitivity to noise as well as the compact setup, and workspace
capabilities required for a hand gesture-based 3D user interface described in section 1. In this
section we review the main requirements of such a 3DUI, and explore the main challenges and
opportunities.
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4.1 Sensing Technology

As argued above, TOF and structured light imaging methods have today competing and somewhat
complementing sensing capabilities. Structured light imaging technologies can, in principle, achieve
high resolution with a relatively good performance, while TOF systems are fast, have the lowest
sensitivity to changes in illumination conditions and construct the whole depth map with a relatively
low computational cost required for measuring the phase shifts. Nevertheless, these capabilities are
expected to rapidly evolve given the increased attention to 3D interaction. Both technologies are
commercially available in compact sizes and several SDKs exist that can speed up the development
of custom applications (see section 2.2.3). The TOF cameras have today a cost that is about two
orders of magnitude higher than that of the Kinect sensor. The performance di↵erences of TOF
and structured-light commercial cameras suggest that the TOF cameras are preferable for tracking
the rapidly moving and clustered hand and fingers (reqs. 1, 3 & 4 in section 1). Furthermore,
multiple Kinect cameras can be employed for occlusion minimization (req. 2, section 1) and for
tracking the body and limbs. As emphasized in section 3, the shape from focus/defocus methods as
well as the shape from shading and shape from texture methods do not meet today several of the
requirements identified in section 1, and we do not see them as strong candidates for constructing
reliable hand gesture recognition systems.

We are developing a hand gesture tracking system uses two SDKs for facilitating hand tracking,
namely the iisuTMby SoftKinetic [37] as well as Microsoft’s Kinect SDK [38]. The latter o↵ers access
to a simplified kinematic model of the human body and provides functions that can be used to query
the model for kinematic parameters. Kinect SDK requires that the user’s body be visible above the
knees in order to build the kinematic model of the human body. On the other hand, iisuTMSDK
provides similar functions for tracking body parts, but it provides increased functionality. For
example, one can define a parameterized motion in the workspace and the body part that performs
the predefined motion can be identified via the SDK. Both SDKs o↵er multi-user tracking with
some occlusion management, and can be used to track motion of limbs, but neither of them can at
the moment track and recognize finger gestures.

4.2 Challenges and Opportunities

Hand tracking (detection and segmentation) is a critical step for any hand gesture recognition sys-
tem. Approaches based on processing 2D images need crucial access to good features, due to the
richness of variations in shape, motions and textures of hand gestures. On the other hand, three-
dimensional sensing capabilities provide a direct approach to the segmentation problem. Neverthe-
less, the 3D imaging technologies face some of the same challenges as any other imaging system.
Probably the most important observation is that no 3D vision system can be completely reliable
due to the incomplete (insu�cient) information captured by the sensors. Typical factors limiting
the amount of captured information are resolution and noise limitations, occlusions, motion blur,
as well as changes in environment conditions.

The current resolutions of commercial TOF and structured light cameras are insu�cient for
tracking ngers without decreasing the distance to subjects being observed or the eld of view (FOV)
of the cameras. Some cameras allow mechanical adjustments of the FOV by modifying the focal
settings of the optics. In order to use an enlarged FOV, one could use higher resolution structured
light systems discussed in section 3, but such systems are not commercially available; use the addi-
tional information captured by the Kinects high(er) resolution color camera, or employ additional
video cameras. Furthermore, occlusions and motion blurs, particularly of the fast moving fingers,
are common failure modes in all 3D imaging and are often unavoidable. The standard approach
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to handle these limitations is to use multiple cameras as well as temporal and spatial coherence
information.

In our system, we track the motion of the user’s body by using the structured light camera and
monitor 20 joints of the skeletal model using the Microsoft SDK for Kinect as illustrated in Figure
8, including the wrists, elbows, shoulders, head, hip, and knees. Moreover, we use the wrist data
output by Kinect SDK to perform robust hand segmentation from the depth map output by the
TOF cameras by processing the volumetric and grayscale values as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Hand tracking: a) Color stream data; b)The user segmented into the depth stream of
the structured light camera; c) Tracked joints and the skeletal representation of the user ; d) The
depth map acquired with the TOF camera; e) TOF camera intensity image; f) The segmented 3D
surface of the user’s hand

Hand segmentation must be followed by semantic matching of the static and dynamic gestures,
which can rely on robust pose dependent shape signatures. While this step is still under development
in our system, there are several di↵erent approaches that are usually employed and can be classified
as either appearance based (e.g., template matching, feature extraction, skeletons) or model based
(e.g., kinematic, neural networks) techniques. The existing approaches to gestures matching and
interpretation are reviewed in [4, 6, 5]. A comprehensive review of gesture recognition algorithms
along with an evaluation of their performance over standard data set can be found in [118, 7].
Surveys focused on hand gesture recognition methods based on vision can be found in [8, 119,
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Figure 9: Hand segmentation of various hand poses: (a) Color stream data; (b) Skeletal represen-
tation; (c) TOF depth map; (d) segmented hand.

120], while a review of gesture classification methods is given in [121]. Good surveys of gesture
interpretation and vocabularies can be found in [122, 123, 124].

It is important to note that defining a vocabulary of hand gestures must depend on the usability
of such gestures for natural human computer interaction. There have been several usability studies
of mostly 2D gestures in automotive environments [125, 126], but these results can not be applied
to the problem of manipulating 3D information with 3D hand gestures. On the other hand, the
current usability studies that focus on 3D interfaces [127] have limited scope and applicability given
the limitations of the gesture recognition systems on which they are based. This suggests that the
development of practical vocabularies for 3D hand gestures must rely on more specific usability
studies that, in turn, depend on the availability of robust hand tracking and recognition technology.
An exploration of the principles guiding the design of 3D user interfaces and a perspective on future
research direction appears in [128].
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5 Conclusions

The limitations of the existing commercial 3D imaging cameras could be overcome by integrating
several depth sensing devices into one imaging system. The di�culties induced by the relatively low
resolution of these commercial cameras prove to be worth pursuing, because depth information can
reliably produce segmented hands in cases in which 2D image based methods may fail as illustrated
in Figure 9(a). Our initial experiments show that practical low cost 3DUIs relying on natural
hand-gestures can be built by combining the capabilities of commercial structured light imaging
hardware with the information provided by commercial time-of-flight cameras. The availability of
such a low cost 3DUI can be a ‘game changer’ in engineering and industrial design and provide new
paradigms for the design of software and hardware interfaces, as well as for usability, technical and
scientific collaboration, learning, and outreach. It is important to note that the next generation
TOF sensors could quickly produce higher resolution, and low cost time of flight cameras whose
costs could be comparable with the current cost of Kinect sensor [54], which would eliminate the
need of a hybrid strategy such as the one discussed above.

By preventing wearable hardware attached to the user’s hands, we eliminate the possibility of
providing haptic feedback to the user. Nevertheless, the myriad of recent smartphone and gaming
consumer applications keep proving the fact that users can rapidly adapt to environments that do
not exploit the sense of touch for manipulating 3D information. This suggests that the availability
of low cost 3DUIs based on hand gestures coupled with the di�culties of current haptic technologies
in providing realistic haptic feedback may shift the demand for haptic systems in favor of more
interactive, although haptic-less, interfaces.
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